CVS 20th Anniversary edition of CVS Suite.

3rd July 2006: March Hare Software today announced that the release of CVS Suite 2.5.03 on the 20th anniversary of the publication of the original source code by Dick Grune.

"Dick Grune published the first version of the CVS versioning system twenty years ago today, and many talented individuals have continued to contribute to the project for twenty years ensuring it has become the most versatile basis for a good CM System", said Arthur Barrett, Product Manager at March Hare. "CVS Suite 2.5.03 continues this tradition with many community and commercially developed features added."

CVS Suite includes CVSNT that gives software developers the same familiar syntax and reliability as CVS Version Control with innovative features, support for Linux, HPUX, Solaris, Mac OS X and Windows. New in this version is integration with Visual Studio 2005 and other IDE’s through SCCI and repository replication (repository fail over is available as a commercial extension) as well as performance improvements.

With CVS Suite software developers have a tool that increases their productivity and helps them to manage development and delivery of multiple projects. March Hare Software provides support 24 hours a day in UK, Europe, North America and Asia Pacific.

http://www.march-hare.com/cvsnt/
Archive of original Source Code posting by Dick Grune on 3rd July 1986
http://groups.google.com/group/mod.sources/msg/2ebab72ac0744fb8?mod.sources.*=&hl=en&lr=lang_en&ie=UTF-8&c2coff=1&safe=off&num=2

Pricing and Availability

CVS Suite server and client is available for £85 per user with basic support. Professional level support is available from £17 per user per month. CVS Suite 2.5.03 has been announced and open source downloads are available immediately with commercial downloads available later this week.
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